[Investigation of site-specific DNA binding with nicking endonuclease Nt.BspD6I at single molecule level by atomic force microscopy].
Nicking endonuclease Nt.BspD6I is a heterodimeric restriction endonuclease, one subunit of which exhibits specific nicking activity. It gets bound to double-stranded DNA and makes a break (nick) in one chain at a distance of 4 nucleotides from the binding site. In this work, for visualization of the specific binding and protein landing site an atomic force microscopy was used. In five minutes after incubation of DNA solution with nicking endonuclease, the DNA molecules with associated proteins which located at the expected binding site and "shared" DNA strand into two segments (approximately, 1/3 and 2/3 of length) were observed in the images. In addition, near the binding site DNA molecule had a height corresponding to a single-stranded DNA molecule, which was in good agreement with single-stranded cleavage by nickase in the course of complex formation.